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Bars and Professional 
Qualifications

·  Taiwan Bar

·  Registered Blockchain Applica

   tion Consultant

·  New Taipei City Government 

   Urban Redevelopment Motivator

Languages

·  Mandarin Chinese

Areas of Focus

·  Litigation

·  Insurance Law

·  Business and Commercial Trans-

   actions

·  Legal Issues Unique to Blockchain 

   and Innovative Businesses

·  Legal Issues Unique to Online 

   Live-Streaming and Talent Agencies  

   for Internet Celebrities

Sarah W. Chang has over six years of experience practicing law in 

Taiwan. She has handled various litigation cases involving insur-

ance coverage and financial matters. Ms. Chang is familiar with 

the policies and practices of insurance companies, insurance 

agents , and insurance brokers, as well as their respective trade 

associations. Ms. Chang’s passion for the law is reflected in her 

participation in campaigns to reform the Taiwanese justice 

system. She contributed to reforms in Taiwanese insurance law, 

Taiwanese anti-money laundering law, and Taiwanese personal 

data protection law. Ms. Chang also assisted in the preparation of 

forms and contract templates made available to the public by the 

relevant government offices and trade associations. Because of 

her vast experience, she was invited to speak at several training 

courses held by the Taiwan Insurance Agent Association. 

 

In addition, Ms. Chang has assisted several start-up companies 

with transactions involving live-streaming, internet celebrity 

talent management, blockchain, and financial technology. Before 

joining Integration Law Group, Ms. Chang was in-house legal 

counsel and a founding member of the second largest virtual 

currency trading platform in Taiwan, which is also the largest 

blockchain accelerator in Asia. She has gained significant experi-

ence and knowledge in legal issues unique to innovative busi-

nesses. Ms. Chang utilizes her unique background to provide her 

clients with practical legal advice with the client’s best interests 

in mind.

 

sarah@integrat ionlaw.com.tw

Taiwan
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Taiwan Insurance Lit igation

Taiwan Civ i l  &  Cr iminal  Lit igation

Represented a famous live-streaming platform in a breach of non-compete dispute in which the 
live-streaming platform sought millions of dollars in damages for breach of the non-compete agreement 
in addition to  related copyright and trademark infringements.

Assisted the Growth of  Innovative Startups

Played a crucial role in the early stages of a well-known blockchain company, handling a variety of busi-
ness and legal matters, including but not limited to corporate formation, employment issues, contract 
review, and dispute resolution.

Representative Matters

Represented several of the largest Taiwanese insurance companies in matters concerning fraudulent 

insurance claims, liability policies, and coverage disputes.
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